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0. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let g be a symmetrizable Kac]Moody algebra. Let U g be its quan-q
Ž . Ž .tized universal enveloping algebra, and let V l be the integrable U g -q
module with dominant integral highest weight l. Let W be the Weyl group
Ž .of g. Fixing an element w of W, the Demazure module V l is defined asw
Ž .a finite-dimensional subspace of V l generated from the extremal weight
Ž . Ž .space V l by the e generators of U g . Although the Demazurewl i q
module itself can be defined in the same way for the classical case q s 1,
we stay in the quantum case. The reason is the existence of a ``good'' basis.
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . w x w xLet L l , B l be the crystal basis of V l K1 . In K2 , Kashiwara
Ž . Ž .showed there exists a subset B l of B l such thatw
V l s Q q G b .Ž . Ž . Ž .[w l
Ž .bgB lw
Ž . w x Ž .Here G b is the lower global base K3 . Moreover, B l has a quitel w
remarkable simple recursive property,
Än  4If r w % w , then B l s f B l _ 0 .Ž . Ž .Di r w i wi
nG0
Here r is a simple reflection of W, and % denotes the Bruhat order. Ini
fact, using this property Kashiwara gave a new proof of Demazure's
w xcharacter formula for an arbitrary symmetrizable Kac]Moody algebra K2 .
Ž .Let us now focus on the quantum affine algebra U g , where g is ofq
Ž .affine type. In this case, we have a description of B l in terms of paths
w xKMN1, KMN2 . Roughly speaking, the set of paths is a suitable subset of
the half infinite tensor product of a ``perfect'' crystal B, which is a crystal
XŽ . w xof a finite-dimensional U g -module having some nice properties KMN1 .q
Ä w xOn this set, the actions of e and f are explicitly given. In KMOU , weÄi i
Ž .gave a criterion for B l to have a tensor product structure. To describew
the general situation, the mixing index k was introduced. Taking k s 1
w xfor simplicity, the result in KMOU is stated as follows. Consider an
 Žk .4increasing sequence w of W with respect to the Bruhat order. If ak G 0
 Žk .4 Ž .Žk .perfect crystal B and w satisfy several assumptions, then B l isw
given by
B l ; ??? m B m B m B m B m ??? m BŽ .
j 0.1Ž .
Ž j.
Žk .B l s ??? m b m b m B m B m ??? m B.Ž .w jq2 jq1 a
Ž j.Here j, a are determined from k, B is a subset of B, and b s ??? m ba j
m ??? m b is the ground state path corresponding to the highest weight1
Ž .vector in B l .
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ŽThe purpose of this article is to show that if l s lL we also discuss0
.  Žk .4 Ž .some other similar cases , we can find the sequence w satisfying 0.1
Ž Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2. Ž2. Ž1..for g of classical types i.e., g s A , B , D , A , A , D , C .n n n 2 ny1 2 n nq1 n
w xWe choose the perfect crystal B from the list in KMN2 , except for the
Ž1. Ž1. Ž .C case. To illustrate, we take an example of g s A , B s B L . Then 3 2
crystal graph of B is given in Fig. 1. Since B is a level 1 perfect crystal, let
us take l s L . Then the path b is given by0
1 3 1 3b s ??? m m m m .
2 4 2 4
 Žk .4In this case, the sequence of Weyl group elements w is given ask G 0
follows:
w Ž0. s 1, w Žkq1. s r w Žk . k G 0 ,Ž .i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where i s 0 k ’ 0, 3 , i s 3 k ’ 1, 6 , i s 1 k ’ 2, 5 , i s 2 k ’ 4, 7 .
Ž .Here ’ denotes ``congruence modulo 8.'' The integers j, a in 0.1 are
Ž . Ž j.determined from k by k s 4 j y 1 q a, j G 1, 0 F a - 4; and B area
given as follows:
If j is odd,
3 1Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.B s , B s B j ,0 1 0½ 5 ½ 54 3
1 2 2Ž j. Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.B s B j , B s B j , .2 1 3 2½ 5 ½ 54 3 4
Ž . Ž1.FIG. 1. Level 1 perfect crystal B L for A .2 3
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If j is even,
1 1Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.B s , B s B j ,0 1 0½ 5 ½ 52 3
2 1 2Ž j. Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.B s B j , B s B j , .2 1 3 2½ 5 ½ 53 4 4
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review perfect
w xcrystals, Demazure crystals, and the criterion developed in KMOU . In
 Žk .4Sections 2 to 8, we list the sequence of Weyl group elements w , the
subset BŽ j. ; B, and other important data for Demazure crystals. In thea
last section, some observations and conjectures are given.
1. CRYSTALS FOR DEMAZURE MODULES
w xIn KMOU , a criterion for Demazure crystals is presented. It clarifies
their tensor product structure, and involves a parameter k that measures
the degree of mixing. Here we summarize the criterion for k s 1.
1.1. Perfect Crystal
We follow the notations of the quantized universal enveloping algebra
w xand the crystal basis in KMN1 , except that we shall use a different font
Ž Ž . Ž ..for the crystal basis L l , B l of the irreducible highest weight module
Ž . Ž .V l , to avoid the confusion with the crystal basis L, B of V in
f Ž .Mod g , P , which may also have an argument. We review necessarycl
w xproperties of perfect crystals. Our main reference is KMN1 .
Ž q.Let B be a perfect crystal of level l. Then for any l g P , there existscl l
Ž . Ž Ž ..a unique element b l g B such that w b l s l. Let s be the automor-
q ky1Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .phism of P given by sl s « b l . We set b s b s l and l scl l k k
s kl. Then perfectness ensures the following isomorphism of crystals:
B l , B l m B. 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .ky1 k
Ž .Define the set of paths P l, B by
P l, B s p s ??? m p 2 m p 1 N p j g B , p k s b for k 4 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4k
Ž . Ž . Ž .Iterating the isomorphism 1.1 , we see B l is isomorphic to P l, B .
Ž .Under this isomorphism, the highest weight vector u in B l correspondsl
to the path p s ??? m b m ??? m b m b , which we call the ground statek 2 1
Ä Ž .path. The actions of e and f on P l, B are determined by signature rule,Äi i
which we explain in the next subsection.
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1.2. Signature Rule
Ä Ž .We need to know the actions of e and f on the set of paths P l, B .Äi i
To see this, we consider the following isomorphism:
P l, B , B l m Bmk . 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .k
Ž .For each p g P l, B , if we take k sufficiently large, we can assume that
Ž . Ž .p corresponds to u m p k m ??? m p 1 , where u is the highest weightl lk k
Ž . Ž . Ž .vector of B l and p j g B j s 1, . . . , k . Then we apply Propositionk
Äw x2.1.1 in KN to see which component e or f acts on. Let us suppose thatÄi i
Äe or f acts on the jth component from the right end. If j - k q 1, weÄi i
have
e p s ??? m e p j m ??? m p 2 m p 1 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Äi i
or
Ä Äf p s ??? m f p j m ??? m p 2 m p 1 . 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
If j s k q 1, we see we should have taken k larger. This happens only
Äfor f .i
This determination of the component can be rephrased using the notion
Ž . Ž . Ž .of signature. Let p g P l, B correspond to u m p k m ??? m p 1 underlk
Ž . Ž . Ž .1.2 as above. With p j 1 F j F k , we associate
e Ž j. s e Ž j. , . . . , e Ž j. ,Ž .1 m
m s « p j q w p j ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i
e Ž j. s y, if 1 F a F « p j , q, if « p j - a F m.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a i i
For the highest weight vector u , we takelk
e Žkq1. s q, . . . , q .Ž .^ ‘ _
² :l , hk i
We then append these e Ž j.'s so that we have
e s e Žkq1. , e Žk . , . . . , e Ž1. .Ž .
Ž .We call it the i- signature of p truncated at the k th position.
Next we consider a sequence of signatures,
e s h , h , . . . , h .0 1 max
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Ž .Here h is obtained from h by deleting the leftmost adjacent q, yjq1 j
pair of h . Eventually, we arrive at the following signature:j
h s y, . . . , y , q, . . . , q ,Ž .max ^ ‘ _^ ‘ _
n ny q
with n G 0. We call it the reduced signature and denote it by e ."
Ä Ž . Ž .The component on which e or f acts in 1.3 or 1.4 reads as follows. IfÄi i
ÄŽ . Ž .n s 0 resp., n s 0 , we set e p s 0 resp., f p s 0 . Otherwise, take theÄy q i i
Ž . Ž j.rightmost y resp., leftmost q and find the component e to which it
Ž . Ž Ž ..belonged. Then, this j is the position in 1.3 resp., 1.4 we looked for.
Note that if k is large enough, the position j does not depend on the
choice of k.
Remark 1.1. Of course, this signature rule can be applied to the tensor
product of crystals B m ??? m B .1 l
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let g s AŽ1., and let B be the classical crystal of the1
three-dimensional irreducible representation. Its crystal graph is described
as follows:
1 1
B 00 | 01 | 11
0 0
Ž .it is known that B is perfect of level 2. We have isomorphisms B l ,
Ž .P l, B for l s 2L , L q L , 2L . Let l s 2L . We see l s 2L0 0 1 1 0 k 0
Ž . Ž .k: even , 2L k: odd . The ground-state path is given by1
p s ??? m 11 m 00 m 11 m 00 m 11.
Consider a path
p s ??? m 11 m 01 m 01 m 01 m 00.
The dotted part of p is the same as that of p. Then the 1-signature of p
truncated at the fifth position and its reduced signature read as follows:
e s qq, yy, yq, yq, yq, qq ,Ž .
4 2 1 1
e s y q q q .ž /
Here the number above each sign shows the component to which it
belonged. Consequently, we have
e p s ??? m 11 m 00 m 01 m 01 m 00,Ä1
Äf p s ??? m 11 m 01 m 01 m 11 m 00.1
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1.3. Demazure Crystal
 4Let r be the set of simple reflections, and let W be the Weyl group.i ig I
Ž .For w g W, let l w denote the length of w, and let $ denote the Bruhat
qŽ . Ž .order on W. Let U g be the subalgebra of U g generated by e 's. Weq q i
Ž . Ž . Ž q.consider the irreducible highest weight U g -module V l l g P . Letq cl
Ž . qŽ .V l denote the U g -module generated by the extremal weight spacew q
Ž . Ž . Ž .V l . These modules V l w g W are called the Demazure modules.wl w
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . w xLet L l , B l be the crystal basis of V l . In K2 Kashiwara showed
Ž . Ž .that for each w g W, there exists a subset B l of B l such thatw
V l l L lŽ . Ž .w s Qb.[V l l q L lŽ . Ž . Ž .bgB lw w
Ž .Furthermore, B l has the following recursive property:w
Än  4If r w % w , then B l s f B l _ 0 . 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Di r w i wi
nG0
Ž .We call B l the Demazure crystal associated with the Demazure modulew
Ž .V l .w
1.4. Criterion
w x ŽIn this subsection, we review the result of KMOU when k s 1. For
w x .the definition of the mixing index k , see Section 2.3 of KMOU .
Ž q.Let l be an element of P , and let B be a classical crystal. To statecl l
the result, we need to assume four conditions:
Ž .I B is perfect of level l. Thus, we can assume an isomorphism
Ž . Ž .between B l and the set of paths P l, B . Let p s ??? m b m b2 1
denote the ground state path. Fix a positive integer d. For a set of
Ž j. Ž . Ž j. Ž .elements i j G 1, 1 F a F d in I, we define B j G 1, 0 F a F d bya a
Ž j. Ž j. n Ž j.ÄŽ j.  4B s b , B s f B _ 0 a s 1, . . . , d .Ž .½ 5 D0 j a i ay1a
nG0
Ž . Ž j.II For any j G 1, B s B.d
Ž . ² : Ž .Ž j. Ž j.III For any j G 1 and 1 F a F d, l , h F « b for all b gj i ia a
BŽ j. .ay1
We now define an element w Žk . of the Weyl group W by
w Ž0. s 1, w Žk . s r Ž j.w Žky1. for k ) 0.i a
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Here, if k s 0, we set j s 1, a s 0, and otherwise, j and a are fixed from
Ž .k by k s j y 1 d q a, j G 1, 1 F a F d.
Ž . Ž0. Ž1. Žk .IV w $ w $ ??? $ w $ ??? .
We shall discuss how to check this condition in the next subsection.
w xThen the statement of KMOU reads as follows.
Žw x. Ž .THEOREM 1.1 KMOU . Under the assumptions I]IV , we ha¤e
B Žk . l , u m BŽ j. m BmŽ jy1. .Ž .w l aj
1.5. Extremal Vectors
We present a proposition that is convenient for determining the ex-
Ämax Äw iŽb.Ž .tremal vectors. For an element b in B or B l , let f b stand for f b.i i
Ž q.Assume B is perfect of level l. Therefore, for any l g P we have thecl l
isomorphism
B l , P l, B . 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
For w g W, let us denote by u the vector in the lower global crystalwl
basis of weight wl. Then we have
u s u if w s 1,wl l
1.7Ž .Žm. ² :u s f u if m s wl, h G 0.r wl i wl ii
Ž w x Žm..see Section 3.2 of K2 for this, along with the definition of f . Notei
Ž .that we can regard u as an element of B l , since the wl weight spacewl
is one-dimensional. Again, since r wl weight space is one-dimensional, ini
ÄmŽ . Ž .B l , using 1.7 , we can and do identify u with f u . These u arer , wl i wl wli
called extremal ¤ectors. We want to find out the extremal vector u Žk . inw l
Ž .the right-hand side of 1.6 . For any j G 1, we set
Ž j. Ž j. max Ž j.ÄŽ j.b s b , b s f b a s 1, . . . , d .Ž .0 j a i ay1a
Ž . Ž Ž j..Ž j.PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume that condition III holds. If « b s 0,i aaq 1Ž j. Ž jq1. Äm Ž jq 1. Ž j. Ž jq1.Ž . Ž .Ž j . Ž jq 1.w b ) 0 a s 1, . . . , d , b s f b , with m si a 0 i daq 1 1
² :Ž jq1.l , h for any j G 1, then we ha¤ejq1 i1
mjŽ j.
Žk .u s ??? m b m b m b .Ž .w l jq2 jq1 a
Here, if k s 0, we set j s 1, a s 0, and otherwise, j and a are fixed from k by
Ž . Ž j.k s j y 1 d q a, j G 1, 1 F a F d. Furthermore, i should be under-dq1
stood as iŽ jq1..1
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Proof. We prove by induction on k. If k s 0, the statement should be
understood as
Ž0.u s ??? m b m b m b .w l 3 2 1
Thus it is trivial for w Ž0. s 1.
Now assume k ) 0. First, we assume a / 1. From the induction hypoth-
esis, we have
mjŽ j.
Žky1.u s ??? m b m b m bŽ .w l jq2 jq1 ay1
mjŽ j., u m b .Ž .l ay1j
Ž .From the assumption of the proposition and condition III , we have
Ž j. Ž j. ² :Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.« b s 0, w b ) 0, l , h s 0.Ž . Ž .i ay1 i ay1 j ia a a
Ž Ž j. . Ž j.Ž j. Žky1.Setting n s w b , the i -signature of u reads asi ay1 a w la
qn , . . . , qn .ž /^ ‘ _
j
² Žky1. : Ž Ž Ž j. . Ž Ž j. ..Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.Since w l, h s j w b y « b s jn , it is now clear thati i ay1 i ay1a a a
ÄjnŽk . Žky1. Ž j. Žky1.u s u s f uw l r w l i w lŽ j.i aa
mj
n Ž j.ÄŽ j.s ??? m b m b m f bž /jq2 jq1 i ay1a
mjŽ j.s ??? m b m b m b .Ž .jq2 jq1 a
Ž jq1. ÄmŽ jq1. Ž j.Ž jq1.Taking the assumption b s f b into account, the proof in the0 i d1
case of a s 1 can be done similarly. This completes the proof.
Ž .This proposition can be used to check condition IV . In fact, assuming
Ž .the above proposition, we can show IV . Let us consider the situa-
Ž . Žk .tion where condition IV is satisfied up to w . Then we easily have
Ž . ² Žk . : Ž .Ž j. Žk . Ž j. Ž j. Žk .« u s 0, w l, h s w u ) 0. Noting Proposition 2 ini w l i i w laq 1 aq1 aq1w x Žkq1. Žk . Žk . Ž .Ž j.KMOU , we get w s r w % w , which proves IV for k q 1. Ini aq 1
the cases we shall deal with in this paper, we choose suitable known
Ž .perfect crystals; hence condition I already holds. Thus, we are going to
Ž . Ž . Ž .check II , III , and condition IV9 :
Ž . Ž Ž j.. Ž Ž j.. Ž .Ž j. Ž j.IV9 For any j G 1, « b s 0, w b ) 0 a s 1, . . . , d andi a i aaq 1 aq1
Ž jq1. ÄmŽ jq1. Ž j. Ž jq1. Ž j.² : ŽŽ jq1. Ž jq1.b s f b , with m s l , h i should be under-0 i d jq1 i dq11 1
Ž jq1.. Ž .stood as i , which implies condition IV .1
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2. AŽ1. CASEn
In this section we give explicit descriptions of the AŽ1. Demazure crystalsn
Ž .B lL , l G 1 for a suitably chosen linearly ordered chain of Weyl groupw 0
 Žk . 4 Želements w g w N k G 0 . Note that because of the Z symmetry, wenq1
Ž . .can obtain B lL for all i. Our starting point is the perfect crystal B ofw i
Ž . Ž . w xlevel l, which is isomorphic to B lL as crystals for U A KMN2 . Ask q n
can be seen, the mixing index k s 1 in these cases. The Dynkin diagram
Ž1. Ž .A n G 2 is shown in Fig. 2 . The labels are the levels of the fundamen-n
tal weights corresponding to the vertices.
2.1. Description of the Perfect Crystal
Ž . Ž Ž1..Let I s Zr n q 1 Z be the index set of the simple roots for U A ,q n
 4 Ž . Ž i.and let J s 1, . . . , n be that for U A . For i g I we define i : J “ Iq n
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.Ž . Ž .by i j s i q j mod n q 1, i : J “ I by i j s i y j mod n q 1. Let
Ž . Ž . w xB lL 1 F k F n be the crystal of type A as described in KN . Thenk n
for any integers k, l such that 1 F k F n, l G 1, there exists a unique
k , l Ž1. Ž i.) k , l Ž i.) k , lŽ . Ž . Ž .crystal B s B of type A such that i B s B lL and i Bn k
k , lŽ .s B lL for all i, where k9 s n q 1 y k. This B is perfect of level l.k 9
Ž .  4We review the crystal B lL here. Set K s 1, 2, . . . , n, n q 1 . Withk
Ž . Ž . Ž .each b g B lL , we associate a table m s m b , wherek i, i9 1F iF k , 1F i9F l4
m g K, m F m and m - m . To see the actions of e andÄi, i9 i, i9 i, i9q1 i, i9 iq1, i9 j
Ä Ž . Ž .f j / 0 , we begin with the case of l s 1; each element in B Lj k
Ž . Ž .corresponds to a column m such that m g K, m - m . e mÄi 1F iF k i i iq1 j i
ÄŽ Ž .. Žresp., f m is obtained by changing j q 1 in the column to j resp., j toj i
. Ž .j q 1 . If there is no j q 1 resp., j in the column, or the result breaks the
Ž .requirements m - m 1 F i - k , the action should be set to 0. Toi iq1
deal with the general case, we define the following injection:
B lL ¤ B L m B L m ??? m B LŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k k k
2.1Ž .
m ‹ mŽ l . m mŽ ly1. m ??? m mŽ1. ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , i9 i i i
Ž Ža.. Ž .where m denotes the ath column in the table m . Then, the actionsi i, i9
Ž .on B lL are defined so that they commute with this injection. Thek
Ž .actions on the right-hand side of 2.1 can be calculated using the signature
rule in Section 1.2.
Ž1. Ž .FIG. 2. Dynkin diagram A n G 2 .n
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The description of the bijection s is as follows. Let us use the notation
Ž . nl s m , m , . . . , m for l s Ý m L . Then,0 1 n is0 i i
s : m , m , . . . , m , m , . . . , mŽ .0 1 k 9y1 k 9 n
‹ m , m , . . . , m , m , . . . , m .Ž .k kq1 n 0 ky1
Next we describe p. Fixing j, we consider the following sequence of
integers:
n q 2 y jk , n q 3 y jk , . . . , n q 1 y j y 1 k .Ž .
If there is no integer congruent to 0 mod n q 1 in the above sequence,
Ž .then m b is given by m ’ i q n q 1 y jk mod n q 1. If it is not thej i, i9
case, let a be the position of the integer congruent to 0 mod n q 1. Then,
Ž . Ž . Ž .m b is given by m s i 1 F i F k y a , s i q k9 k y a - i F k .j i, i9
Here and in what follows in this section, we set k9 s n q 1 y k. In either
case, m does not depend on i9.i, i9
2.2. Description of Demazure Crystals
We set d s kk9. We wish to present iŽ j.. For this purpose, it is conve-a
Ž . Ž .nient to associate g, r with a. Fixing a 1 F a F d , we set
a y 1
g s , r s a y 1 y k9g ,
k9
w xwhere g denotes the largest integer not exceeding g . Note that 0 F g F
k y 1, 0 F r F k9 y 1. Then, iŽ j. is given bya
iŽ j. s k 1 y j y g q r .Ž .a
Now we have
Ž j. Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.1. With the abo¤e choice of i and d, B satisfies II , IIIa
Ž .and IV9 .
Thanks to the symmetry under i Ž i.) , we can reduce checking the
conditions to that for a particular j. We choose it to be n q 1. Then we
have iŽnq1. s k y g q r. Considering the ranges of g and r, we knowa
Žnq1. Ž .i ’ 0 for any a 1 F a F d . This reduces the problem for B to thata
Ž . Ž .for B lL . We need the following data: m b is given by m s i, andk nq1 i, i9
Ž .m b by m s i q k9.nq2 i, i9
PROPOSITION 2.1. For a, take g, r as abo¤e. Then,
Ž . Žnq1.  Ž . 41 B s m N m s i i - k y g , m F k y g q r q 1 .a i, i9 i, i9 kyg , i9
Ž . Ž Žnq1.. Ž . Ž2 m b is gi¤en by m s i i - k y g , s k y g q r q 1 i sa i, i9
. Ž .k y g , s i q k9 i ) k y g .
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Ž .Proof. We prove by induction on a. First, look at 1 . If a s 1, we have
g s r s 0, iŽnq1. s k. The assertion is clear from the application rule1
Ž . Ž . Ž .through 2.1 . Now set B to be the r.h.s. of 1 . For any a 1 - a F d , wea
are to show
mÄŽnq1.  4B s f B _ 0 ,Da i ay1a
mG0
which is equivalent to showing both
m mÄŽnq1. Žnq1. 4  4B > f B _ 0 and B > e B _ 0 .ÄD Da i ay1 ay1 i aa a
mG0 mG0
These are also clear from the application rule.
Ž .The proof of 2 is similar.
3. BŽ1. CASEn
In this section we give explicit descriptions of the BŽ1. Demazure crystalsn
Ž . Ž .B lL , l G 1, L s L , L , L level one dominant weights for a suitablyw 0 1 n
 Žk . 4chosen linearly ordered chain of Weyl group elements w g w N k G 0 .
Our starting point is the perfect crystal B of level l, which is isomorphic to
Ž . Ž . w xB lL as crystals for U B KMN2 . As can be seen, the mixing index1 q n
Ž1. Ž .k s 1 in these cases. The Dynkin diagram B n G 3 is shown in Fig. 3.n
The labels are the levels of the fundamental weights corresponding to the
vertices.
Ž1. Ž .FIG. 3. Dynkin diagram B n G 3 .n
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3.1. Description of the Perfect Crystal
w xFor any integer l G 1, we recall the perfect crystal B from KMN2 . As a
set,
x s0 or 1, x , x G0,0 i i2 n  4Bs x , . . . , x , x , x , . . . , x gZ = 0, 1 .Ž .1 n 0 n 1 n½ 5x qÝ x qx s lŽ .0 is1 i i
3.1Ž .
Ä Ž .The action of f is defined as follows. For b s x , . . . , x , x , x , . . . , xi 1 n 0 n 1
g B,
x , x q 1, . . . , x , x y 1 if x G x ,Ž .1 2 2 1 2 2Äf b s0 ½ x q 1, x , . . . , x y 1, x if x - x ,Ž .1 2 2 1 2 2
x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x G x ,Ž .1 i iq1 1 iq1 iq1Äf b si ½ x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x - x ,Ž .1 iq1 i 1 iq1 iq1
for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, and
x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, x , . . . , x if x s 0,Ž .1 n 0 n 1 0Äf b sn ½ x , . . . , x , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x s 1.Ž .1 n 0 n 1 0
ÄThe action of e is given by e b s b9 if and only if f b9 s b. w and « areÄ Äi i i i i
given by
w b s x q x y x , w b s 2 x q x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 2 2 n n 0q
w b s x q x y x , « b s x q x y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i iq1 iq1 i i iq1 iq1q q
For i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, and
« b s x q x y x , « b s 2 x q x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 2 2 n n 0q
Ž . Ž . Ž . n Ž Ž . Ž ..where x s max x, 0 . Furthermore, wt b s Ý w b y « b L .q is0 i i i
Furthermore, in this case the automorphism s is given by
s : m , m , m , . . . , m “ m , m , m , . . . , mŽ . Ž .0 1 2 n 1 0 2 n
n Ž .for l s Ý m L . Choose b lL g B as follows:is0 i i i
¡ 0, 0, . . . , l i s 0,Ž .
~ l , 0, . . . , 0 i s 1,Ž .b i s b lL sŽ . Ž .i ¢ 0, . . . , 0, m , x , m , 0, . . . , 0 i s n ,Ž .0
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1Ž . Ž .where x s e l and m s l y x . Here and in what follows, we use the0 02
function
0 i : even,
e i s 3.2Ž . Ž .½ 1 i : odd.
Ž Ž ..Then note that w b i s lL , i s 0, 1, n. So the highest weight vector ui l
with l s lL corresponds to the ground state path p s ??? m b m ??? mi k
b m b where2 1
b e k q i q 1 i s 0, 1,Ž .Ž .
b sk ½ b n i s n.Ž .
Thus, we have, for l s lL , i s 0, 1, n,i
lL i s 0 or 1,e Žkqi.
l sk ½ lL i s n.n
3.2. Description of Demazure crystals
 Ž j.For l s lL , l G 1, set d s 2n y 1 and choose the sequence i N j G 1,0 a
41 F a F 2n y 1 defined as follows:
iŽ j. s iŽ j. s e j q 1 ,Ž .1 2 ny1
iŽ j. s iŽ j. s a for 2 F a F n.a 2 nya
THEOREM 3.1. For l s lL , with the abo¤e choice of iŽ j. and d, B0 a
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies II , III , and IV9 . Furthermore, in this case,
0, 0, . . . , l j odd, 4Ž .Ž j. Ž j.B s B s B ,0 2 ny1½ l , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 4Ž .
and for 1 F a F n y 1, BŽ j. and BŽ j. : B are gi¤en as follows:a nqay1
0, x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0, x j odd, 4Ž .2 aq1 1Ž j.B sa ½ x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 4Ž .1 2 aq1
0, x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0, x j odd, 4Ž .2 nyaq1 1Ž j.B snqay1 ½ x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en. 4Ž .1 2 nyaq1
Here on each set, x 's and x 's run o¤er nonnegati¤e integers satisfying thei i
Ž . Ž j.conditions in 3.1 . Furthermore, b are gi¤en as follows:a
0, 0, . . . , l j odd, l , 0, . . . , 0 j odd, 4  4Ž . Ž .Ž j. Ž j.b s b s0 2 ny1½ ½l , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 0, 0, . . . , l j e¤en , 4  4Ž . Ž .
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and for 1 F a F n y 1,
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 , bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 .ž /a nqay1 ž /
aq1 nyaq1
Proof. Since the j:odd case is similar, we only consider the j:even case,
Ž j. Ž j.Ž . Ž .where l s lL , b s l, 0, . . . , 0 , i s i s a 1 F a F n .j 0 j a 2 nya
Recalling the definitions in Section 1.4, the determination of the subset
BŽ j. for 0 F a F n is easy. Let us consider BŽ j. . By definition,a nq1
Ž j. mÄ  4B s f x , . . . , x , x , x , 0, . . . , 0 _ 0 . 4Ž .Dnq1 ny1 1 n 0 n
mG0
ÄIn view of the rule of f , we seeny1
x , . . . , x , x , x , x , 0, . . . , 0Ž .1 n 0 n ny1
x qzÄny 1 nÄs f x , . . . , x q z , x y z , x , x q x , 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .ny1 1 ny1 n n n 0 n ny1
Ž .where z s x y x . This formula provesn n n q
Ž j.B s x , . . . , x , x , x , x , 0, . . . , 0 . 4Ž .nq1 1 n 0 n ny1
The other cases are similar. Thus we have BŽ j. s B, and checked2 ny1
Ž . ² : ² :Ž j. Ž j.condition II with d s 2n y 1. Since l , h s lL , h s 0 for 1 Fj i 0 ia a
Ž .a F d, condition III is trivial.
The calculation of bŽ j. is simpler. From the rules of « and w , we seea i i
Ž Ž j.. Ž Ž j.. Ž . Ž . ² :Ž j. Ž j. Ž jq1.« b s 0, w b s l a / n y 1 , 2 l a s n y 1 , l , h si a i a jq1 iaq 1 aq1 1
Ž jq1. Ž j. Ž .0, and b s b . Therefore, we have checked IV9 .0 d
Remark 3.1. In an analogous manner, it can be seen that Theorem 1.1
holds for l s lL , i s 1, n if we choose iŽ i. as follows:i a
i s 1: iŽ j. s iŽ j. s e j ,Ž .1 2 ny1
iŽ j. s iŽ j. s a for 2 F a F n.a 2 nya
i s n: iŽ j. s n y a q 1 for 1 F a F n y 1,a
iŽ j. , iŽ j. s 1, 0 or 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n nq1
iŽ j. s a for 2 F a F n y 1.nqa
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4. DŽ1. CASEn
In this section we give explicit descriptions of the DŽ1. Demazuren
Ž . Ž .crystals B lL , l G 1, L s L , L , L , L level one dominant weightsw 0 1 ny1 n
for a suitably chosen linearly ordered chain of Weyl group elements
 Žk . 4w g w N k G 0 . Our starting point is the perfect crystal B of level l,
Ž . Ž . w xwhich is isomorphic to B lL as crystals for U D KMN2 . As can be1 q n
seen, the mixing index k s 1 in these cases. The Dynkin diagram DŽ1.n
Ž .n G 4 is shown in Fig. 4 . The labels are the levels of the fundamental
weights corresponding to the vertices.
4.1. Description of the Perfect Crystal
w xFor any integer l G 1, we recall the perfect crystal B from KMN2 . As
a set
x s 0 or x s 0, x , x G 0,n n i i2 nB s x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x g Z .Ž .1 n n 1 n½ 5Ý x q x s lŽ .is1 i i
4.1Ž .
Ä Ž .The action of f is defined as follows: For b s x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x g B,i 1 n n 1
x , x q 1, . . . , x , x y 1 if x G x ,Ž .1 2 2 1 2 2Äf b s0 ½ x q 1, x , . . . , x y 1, x if x - x ,Ž .1 2 2 1 2 2
x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x G x ,Ž .1 i iq1 1 iq1 iq1Äf b si ½ x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x - x ,Ž .1 iq1 i 1 iq1 iq1
Ž1. Ž .FIG. 4. Dynkin diagram D n G 4 .n
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for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 2, and
x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x G 0, x s 0,Ž .1 ny1 n 1 n nÄf b sny1 ½ x , . . . , x , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x s 0, x G 1,Ž .1 n n ny1 1 n n
x , . . . , x y 1, x , x q 1, . . . , x if x G 1, x s 0,Ž .1 n n ny1 1 n nÄf b sn ½ x , . . . , x y 1, x , x q 1, . . . , x if x s 0, x G 0.Ž .1 ny1 n n 1 n n
ÄThe action of e is given by e b s b9 if and only if f b9 s b. w and « areÄ Äi i i i i
given by
w b s x q x y x ,Ž . Ž .0 1 2 2 q
w b s x q x , w b s x q x ,Ž . Ž .ny1 ny1 n n ny1 n
w b s x q x y x , « b s x q x y xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i iq1 iq1 i i iq1 iq1q q
for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 2, and
« b sx q x yx , « b sx qx , « b sx qx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 2 2 ny1 ny1 n n ny1 nq
Ž . Ž . Ž . n Ž Ž . Ž ..where x s max x, 0 . Moreover, wt b s Ý w b y « b L .q is0 i i i
Furthermore, the automorphism s is given by
s : m , m , m , . . . , m , m , mŽ .0 1 2 ny2 ny1 n
“ m , m , m , . . . , m , m , mŽ .1 0 2 ny2 n ny1
n Ž .for l s Ý m L . Choose b lL g B, i s 0, 1, n y 1, n, as follows:is0 i i i
¡ 0, 0, . . . , l i s 0,Ž .
l , 0, . . . , 0 i s 1,Ž .
~b i s b lL sŽ . Ž . 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 i s n y 1,i ž /
n
0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 i s n.¢ž /
n
Ž Ž ..Note that w b i s lL , i s 0, 1, n y 1, n. The highest weight vector ui l
with l s lL corresponds to the ground state path p s ??? m b m ??? m b ,i k 1
with
b e k q i q 1 i s 0, 1,Ž .Ž .
b sk ½ b n y e k q n y i q 1 i s n y 1, n.Ž .Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Here e i is defined in 3.2 . Thus we have, for l s lL , i s 0, 1,i
n y 1, n,
lL i s 0, 1,e Žkqi.
l sk ½ lL i s n y 1, n.nye Žkqnyi.
4.2. Description of Demazure Crystals
 Ž j. <For l s lL , l G 1, set d s 2n y 2, and choose the sequence i0 a
4j G 1, 1 F a F 2n y 2 , defined as follows:
iŽ j. s iŽ j. s e j q 1 ,Ž .1 2 ny2
iŽ j. , iŽ j. s n y 1, n ,Ž .Ž .ny1 n
iŽ j. s iŽ j. s a for 2 F a F n y 2.a 2 nyay1
THEOREM 4.1. For l s lL , with the abo¤e choice of iŽ j. and d, B0 a
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies II , III , and IV9 . Furthermore, in this case,
0, 0, . . . , l j odd, 4Ž .Ž j. Ž j.B s B s B ,0 2 ny2½ l , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 4Ž .
and for 1 F a F 2n y 3, BŽ j. : B are gi¤en as follows:a
0, x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0, x j odd, 4Ž .2 aq1 1Ž j.B sa ½ x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 4Ž .1 2 aq1
0, x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0, x j odd, 4Ž .2 n 1Ž j.B sny1 ½ x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 4Ž .1 2 n
0, x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0, x j odd, 4Ž .2 nya 1Ž j.B snqay1 ½ x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 4Ž .1 2 nya
where 1 F a F n y 2. Here on each set, x 's and x 's run o¤er nonnegati¤ei i
Ž . Ž j.integers satisfying the conditions in 4.1 . Moreo¤er, b are gi¤en as follows:a
0, 0, . . . , l j odd, l , 0, . . . , 0 j odd, 4  4Ž . Ž .Ž j. Ž j.b s b s0 2 ny2½ ½l , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 0, 0, . . . , l j e¤en , 4  4Ž . Ž .
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 ,ž /ny1
n
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and for 1 F a F n y 2,
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 , bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 .ž /a nqay1 ž /
aq1 nya
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1.
Ž Ž j. Ž j.. Ž .Remark 4.1. We note that for lslL , choosing i , i s n, ny10 ny1 n
also works. Furthermore, for l s lL , i s 1, n y 1, n, it can be seen thati
 Ž j.4Theorem 1.1 holds for the following choices of the sequence i :a
¡ Ž j. Ž j.i s i s e j ,Ž .1 2 ny2
Ž j. Ž j.~ i , i s n y 1, n or n , n y 1 ,Ž . Ž .i s 1: Ž .ny1 n
Ž j. Ž j.¢i s i s a for 2 F a F n y 2,a 2 nyay1
¡ Ž j. Ž j.i s i s n y e j ,Ž .1 2 ny2
Ž j. Ž j.~ i , i s 1, 0 or 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž .i s n y 1: Ž .ny1 n
Ž j. Ž j.¢i s i s n y a for 2 F a F n y 2,a 2 nyay1
¡ Ž j. Ž j.i s i s n y e j q 1 ,Ž .1 2 ny2
Ž j. Ž j.~ i , i s 1, 0 or 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž .i s n: Ž .ny1 n
Ž j. Ž j.¢i s i s n y a for 2 F a F n y 2.a 2 nyay1
5. AŽ2. CASE2 ny1
In this section we give explicit descriptions of the AŽ2. Demazure2 ny1
Ž . Ž .crystals B lL , l G 1, L s L , L level one dominant weights for aw 0 1
 Žk .suitably chosen linearly ordered chain of Weyl group elements w g w N
4k G 0 . Our starting point is the perfect crystal B of level l, which is
Ž . Ž . w xisomorphic to B lL as crystals for U C KMN2 . As it can be seen the1 q n
Ž2. Ž .mixing index k s 1 in these cases. The Dynkin diagram A n G 3 is2 ny1
shown in Fig. 5. The labels are the levels of the fundamental weights
corresponding to the vertices.
5.1. Description of the Perfect Crystal
w xFor any integer l G 1, we recall the perfect crystal B from KMN2 . As a
set,
n
2 nB s x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x g Z x , x G 0, x q x s l . 5.1Ž .Ž .Ž . Ý1 n n 1 i i i i½ 5
is1
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Ž2. Ž .FIG. 5. Dynkin diagram A n G 3 .2 ny1
Ä ŽThe action of f on B is defined as follows. For b s x , . . . , x ,i 1 n
.x , . . . , x g B,n 1
x , x q 1, . . . , x , x y 1 if x G x ,Ž .1 2 2 1 2 2Äf b s0 ½ x q 1, x , . . . , x y 1, x if x - x ,Ž .1 2 2 1 2 2
x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x G x ,Ž .1 i iq1 1 iq1 iq1Äf b si ½ x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x - x ,Ž .1 iq1 i 1 iq1 iq1
for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, and
Äf b s x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x .Ž .n 1 n n 1
ÄThe action of e is given by e b s b9 if and only if f b9 s b. w and « areÄ Äi i i i i
given by
w b s x q x y x , w b s x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 2 2 n nq
w b s x q x y x , « b s x q x y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i iq1 iq1 i i iq1 iq1q q
for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, and
« b s x q x y x , « b s x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 2 2 n nq
Ž . Ž . Ž . n Ž Ž . Ž ..where x s max x, 0 . Moreover, wt b s Ý w b y « b L .q is0 i i i
In this case the automorphism s is given by
s : m , m , m , . . . , m “ m , m , m , . . . , mŽ . Ž .0 1 2 n 1 0 2 n
n Ž . Ž .for l s Ý m L . Choose b i s b lL g B, i s 0, 1, as follows:is0 i i i
0, 0, . . . , l i s 0,Ž .
b i sŽ . ½ l , 0, . . . , 0 i s 1.Ž .
Ž Ž ..Note that w b i s lL , i s 0, 1. The highest weight vector u withi l
l s lL corresponds to the ground state path p s ??? m b m ??? m bi k 1
with
b s b e k q i q 1 .Ž .Ž .k
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Ž . Ž .Here e i is defined in 3.2 . We also have, for l s lL , i s 0, 1,i
l s lL .k e Žkqi.
5.2. Description of Demazure Crystals
 Ž j. <For l s lL , l G 1, set d s 2n y 1 and choose the sequence i0 a
4j G 1, 1 F a F 2n y 1 , defined as follows:
iŽ j. s iŽ j. s e j q 1 ,Ž .1 2 ny1
iŽ j. s iŽ j. s a for 2 F a F n.a 2 nya
THEOREM 5.1. For l s lL , with the abo¤e choice of iŽ j. and d, B0 a
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies II , III , and IV9 . Furthermore, in this case,
0, 0, . . . , l j odd, 4Ž .Ž j. Ž j.B s B s B ,0 2 ny1½ l , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 4Ž .
and for 1 F a F 2n y 2, BŽ j. : B are gi¤en as follows:a
0, x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0, x j odd, 4Ž .2 aq1 1Ž j.B sa ½ x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 4Ž .1 2 aq1
0, x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0, x j odd, 4Ž .2 nyaq1 1Ž j.B snqay1 ½ x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 4Ž .1 2 nyaq1
where 1 F a F n y 1. Here on each set, x 's and x 's run o¤er nonnegati¤ei i
Ž . Ž j.integers satisfying the conditions in 5.1 . Furthermore, b are gi¤en asa
follows:
0, 0, . . . , l j odd, l , 0, . . . , 0 j odd, 4  4Ž . Ž .Ž j. Ž j.b s b s0 2 ny1½ ½l , 0, . . . , 0 j e¤en , 0, 0, . . . , l j e¤en , 4  4Ž . Ž .
and for 1 F a F n y 1,
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 ,ž /a
aq1
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 .nqay1 ž /
nyaq1
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1.
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Ž2. Ž .FIG. 6. Dynkin diagram A n G 2 .2 n
Remark 5.1. For l s lL it can be seen, similarly, that Theorem 1.11
 Ž j.4holds for the following choices of the sequence i :a
i s 1: iŽ j. s iŽ j. s e j ,Ž .1 2 ny1
iŽ j. s iŽ j. s a for 2 F a F n.a 2 nya
6. AŽ2. CASE2 n
In this section we give explicit descriptions of the AŽ2. Demazure2 n
Ž . Ž .crystals B lL , l G 1 L being the level one dominant weight for aw 0 0
 Žk . <suitably chosen linearly ordered chain of Weyl group elements w g w
4k G 0 . Our starting point is the perfect crystal B of level l, which is
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w xisomorphic to B 0 [ B L [ ??? [ B lL as crystals for U C KMN2 .1 1 q n
It is shown that the mixing index k s 1 in these cases. The Dynkin
Ž2. Ž .diagram A n G 2 is shown in Fig. 6 . The labels are the levels of the2 n
fundamental weights corresponding to the vertices.
6.1. Description of the Perfect Crystal
w xFor any integer l G 1, we recall the perfect crystal B from KMN2 . As
a set,
n
2 nB s x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x g Z x , x G 0, x q x F l . 6.1Ž .Ž .Ž . Ý1 n n 1 i i i i½ 5
is1
Ä ŽThe action of f on B is defined as follows. For b s x , . . . , x ,i 1 n
.x , . . . , x g B,n 1
x q 1, x , . . . , x if x G x ,Ž .1 2 1 1 1Äf b s0 ½ x , . . . , x , x y 1 if x - x ,Ž .1 2 1 1 1
x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x G x ,Ž .1 i iq1 1 iq1 iq1Äf b sŽ .i ½ x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x - x ,Ž .1 iq1 i 1 iq1 iq1
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for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, and
Äf b s x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x .Ž .n 1 n n 1
ÄThe action of e is given by e b s b9 if and only if f b9 s b. w and « areÄ Äi i i i i
given by
n
w b s l y x q x q 2 x y x , w b s x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý0 i i 1 1 n nq
is1
w b s x q x y x , « b s x q x y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i iq1 iq1 i i iq1 iq1q q
for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, and
n
« b s l y x q x q 2 x y x , « b s x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý0 i i 1 1 n nq
is1
Ž . Ž . Ž . n Ž Ž . Ž ..As before, x s max x, 0 and wt b s Ý w b y « b L . In thisq is0 i i i
case the automorphism s is given by
s : m , m , . . . , m ‹ m , m , . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .0 1 n 0 1 n
for l s Ýn m L .is0 i i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Choose b 0 s 0, 0, . . . , 0 g B. Then w b 0 s lL . The highest weight0
vector u with l s lL corresponds to the ground state path p s ??? m bl 0 k
Ž .m ??? m b , where b s b 0 for all k. We also have l s lL for all k.1 k k 0
6.2. Description of Demazure Crystals
 Ž j.For l s lL , l G 1, set d s 2n and choose the sequence i N j G 1, 10 a
4F a F 2n , defined as follows:
a y 1, 1 F a F n q 1,Ž j.i sa ½ 2n q 1 y a, n q 2 F a F 2n.
THEOREM 6.1. For l s lL , with the abo¤e choice of iŽ j. and d, B0 a
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies II , III , and IV9 . Furthermore, in this case,
BŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0 , BŽ j. s B , and 4Ž .0 2 n
BŽ j. s x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 : B , 1 F a F n , 4Ž .a 1 a
Ž j.B s x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 : B , 1 F a F n y 1. 4Ž .nqa 1 n n nyaq1
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Here on each set, x 's and x 's run o¤er nonnegati¤e integers satisfying thei i
Ž . Ž j.conditions in 6.1 . Furthermore, b are gi¤en as follows:a
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .0
and for 1 F a F n,
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 , bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l ,0, . . . , 0 .ž /a nqa ž /
a nyaq1
Ž j. Ž j.Ž .Proof. For any j, we have l s lL , b s 0, . . . , 0 , i s a y 1, i sj 0 j a nqa
ÄŽ .n y a q 1 1 F a F n . From the rule of f , the determination of thei
subset BŽ j. for 0 F a F n q 1 is easy. With regard to BŽ j. for n q 2 Fa a
a F 2n, the determination is just the same as for BŽ1. in Section 3.n
Ž . ² :Ž j.Therefore, the condition II is valid with d s 2n. We have l , h s 0j i a
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ .. Ž .a / 1 , s l a s 1 . Since « 0, . . . , 0 s l, III is also valid.0
The calculation of bŽ j. is simpler. From the rules of « and w , we seea i i
Ž Ž j.. Ž Ž j.. Ž . Ž . ² :Ž j. Ž j. Ž jq1.« b s 0,w b s l a / d , 2 l a s d , l , h s l, andi a i a jq1 iaq 1 aq1 1
Ž jq1. l Ž j.Ä Ž .b s f b . Therefore, we have checked IV9 .0 0 d
7. DŽ2. CASEnq1
In this section we give explicit descriptions of the DŽ2. Demazurenq1
Ž . Ž .crystals B lL , l G 1, L s L , L level one dominant weights for aw 0 n
 Žk . <suitably chosen linearly ordered chain of Weyl group elements w g w
4k G 0 . Our starting point is the perfect crystal B of level l, which is
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w xisomorphic to B 0 [ B L [ ??? [ B lL as crystals for U B KMN2 .1 1 q n
It is shown that the mixing index k s 1 in these cases. The Dynkin
Ž2. Ž .diagram D n G 2 is shown in Fig. 7. The labels are the levels of thenq1
fundamental weights corresponding to the vertices.
Ž2. Ž .FIG. 7. Dynkin diagram D n G 2 .nq 1
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7.1. Description of the Perfect Crystal
For any integer l G 1, we briefly recall the perfect crystal B from
w xKMN2 . As a set,
x s0 or 1, x , x G0,0 i i2 n  4Bs x , . . . , x , x , x , . . . , x gZ = 0, 1 .Ž .1 n 0 n 1 n½ 5x qÝ x qx FlŽ .0 is1 i i
7.1Ž .
Ä ŽThe action of f on B is defined as follows. For b s x , . . . , x , x ,i 1 n 0
.x , . . . , x g B,n 1
x q 1, x , . . . , x if x G x ,Ž .1 2 1 1 1Äf b s0 ½ x , . . . , x , x y 1 if x - x ,Ž .1 2 1 1 1
x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x G x ,Ž .1 i iq1 1 iq1 iq1Äf b si ½ x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x - x ,Ž .1 iq1 i 1 iq1 iq1
for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, and
x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, x , . . . , x if x s 0,Ž .1 n 0 n 1 0Äf b sn ½ x , . . . , x , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x s 1.Ž .1 n 0 n 1 0
ÄThe action of e is given by e b s b9 if and only if f b9 s b. w and « areÄ Äi i i i i
given by
n
w b s l y x y x q x q 2 x y x , w b s 2 x q x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý0 0 i i 1 1 n n 0q
is1
w b s x q x y x , « b s x q x y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i iq1 iq1 i i iq1 iq1q q
for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, and
n
« b s l y x y x q x q 2 x y x , « b s 2 x q x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý0 0 i i 1 1 n n 0q
is1
Ž . Ž . Ž . n Ž Ž . Ž ..As before x s max x, 0 and wt b s Ý w b y « b L . In thisq is0 i i i
case the automorphism s is given by
s : m , m , . . . , m ‹ m , m , . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .0 1 n 0 1 n
for l s Ýn m L .is0 i i
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Choose b 0 s 0, . . . , 0 g B, b n s 0, . . . , 0, m, x , m, 0, . . . , 0 g B,0
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where x s e l and m s l y x . Here e i is defined in 3.2 . Then0 02
Ž Ž ..w b i s lL , i s 0, n. The highest weight vector u with l s lL , i s 0, ni l i
corresponds to the ground state path p s ??? m b m ??? m b , where b sk 1 k
Ž .b i , i s 0, n for all k. Furthermore, l s lL , i s 0, n for all k.k i
7.2. Description of Demazure Crystals
 Ž j.For l s lL , l G 1, set d s 2n and choose the sequence i N j G 1, 10 a
4F a F 2n , defined as follows:
a y 1, 1 F a F n q 1,Ž j.i sa ½ 2n q 1 y a, n q 2 F a F 2n.
THEOREM 7.1. For l s lL , with the abo¤e choice of iŽ j. and d, B0 a
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies II , III , and IV9 . Furthermore, in this case,
BŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0 : B , BŽ j. s B , and 4Ž .0 2 n
BŽ j. s x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 : B , 1 F a F n , 4Ž .a 1 a
Ž j.B s x , . . . , x , x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 :B , 1FaFn y 1. 4Ž .nqa 1 n 0 n nyaq1
Here on each set, x 's and x 's run o¤er nonnegati¤e integers satisfying thei i
Ž . Ž j.conditions in 7.1 . Furthermore, b are gi¤en as follows:a
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .0
and for 1 F a F n,
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 , bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, l , 0, . . . , 0 .ž /a nqa ž /
a nyaq1
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.1.
Remark 7.1. For l s lL , it can be seen, similarly, that Theorem 1.1n
 Ž j.4holds for the sequence i , given bya
n y a q 1, 1 F a F n q 1,Ž j.i sa ½ a y n y 1, n q 2 F a F 2n.
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8. C Ž1. CASEn
In this section we give explicit descriptions of the C Ž1. Demazure crystalsn
Ž .B lL , i s 0, n for a suitably chosen linearly ordered chain of Weylw i
 Žk . 4group elements w g w N k G 0 , using the perfect crystal B of level l
Ž w x. Ž . Ž . Ž .see KKM , which is isomorphic to B 0 [ B 2L [ ??? [ B 2 lL as1 1
Ž .crystals for U C . It is shown that the mixing index k s 1 in these cases.q n
Ž1. Ž .The Dynkin diagram C n G 2 is shown in Fig. 8. The labels are then
levels of the fundamental weights corresponding to the vertices.
8.1. Description of the Perfect Crystal
Ž w x.For l G 1, we briefly recall the perfect crystal B see KKM . As a set,
x , x G 0,i i2 nB s x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x g Z . 8.1Ž .Ž .1 n n 1 n½ 52 l G Ý x q x g 2ZŽ .is1 i i
Ä ŽThe action of f on B is defined as follows. For b s x , . . . , x ,i 1 n
.x , . . . , x g B,n 1
¡ x q 2, x , . . . , x , x if x G x ,Ž .1 2 2 1 1 1~Ä x q 1, x , . . . , x , x y 1 if x s x y 1,f b s Ž .1 2 2 1 1 10 ¢ x , x , . . . , x , x y 2 if x F x y 2,Ž .1 2 2 1 1 1
x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x G x ,Ž .1 i iq1 1 iq1 iq1Äf b si ½ x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x if x - x ,Ž .1 iq1 i 1 iq1 iq1
for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, and
Äf b s x , . . . , x y 1, x q 1, . . . , x .Ž .n 1 n n 1
ÄThe action of e is given by e b s b9 if and only if f b9 s b. w and « areÄ Äi i i i i
given by
n1
w b s l y x q x q x y x , w b s x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý0 i i 1 1 n nq2 is1
w b s x q x y x , « b s x q x y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i iq1 iq1 i i iq1 iq1q q
Ž1. Ž .FIG. 8. Dynkin diagram C n G 2 .n
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for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, and
n1
« b s l y x q x q x y x , « b s x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý0 i i 1 1 n nq2 is1
Ž . Ž . Ž . n Ž Ž . Ž ..Recall x s max x, 0 and wt b s Ý w b y « b L . In this caseq is0 i i i
the automorphism s is given by
s : m , m , . . . , m ‹ m , m , . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .0 1 n 0 1 n
for l s Ýn m L .is0 i i
Ž . Ž .Choose b 0 s 0, . . . , 0 g B and
b n s 0, . . . , l , l , . . . , 0 g B.Ž . ž /
n n
Ž Ž ..Then w b i s lL , i s 0, n. The highest weight vector u with l s lL ,i l i
i s 0, n corresponds to the ground state path p s ??? m b m ??? m b ,k 1
Ž .where b s b i , i s 0, n for all k. Furthermore, for all k, l s lL ,k k i
i s 0, n.
8.2. Description of Demazure Crystals
 Ž j.For l s lL , l G 1, set d s 2n and choose the sequence i N j G 1,0 a
41 F a F 2n , defined as follows:
a y 1, 1 F a F n q 1,Ž j.i sa ½ 2n q 1 y a, n q 2 F a F 2n.
THEOREM 8.1. For l s lL , with the abo¤e choice of iŽ j. and d, B0 a
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies II , III , and IV9 . Furthermore, in this case,
BŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0 : B , BŽ j. s B , and 4Ž .0 2 n
BŽ j. s x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 : B , 1 F a F n , 4Ž .a 1 a
Ž j.B s x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 : B , 1 F a F n y 1. 4Ž .nqa 1 n n nyaq1
Here on each set, x 's and x 's run o¤er nonnegati¤e integers satisfying thei i
Ž . Ž j.conditions in 8.1 . Furthermore, b are gi¤en as follows:a
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0 ,Ž .0
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and for 1 F a F n,
bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, 2 l , 0, . . . , 0 , bŽ j. s 0, . . . , 0, 2 l , 0, . . . , 0 .ž /a nqa ž /
a nyaq1
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.1.
Remark 8.1. For l s lL , it can be seen, similarly, that Theorem 1.1n
 Ž j.4holds for the sequence i given bya
n y a q 1, 1 F a F n q 1,Ž j.i sa ½ a y n y 1, n q 2 F a F 2n.
9. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss three topics: an interesting example from the
C Ž1. case, k s 2 conjecture, and the classical invariance of affine De-n
mazure modules. For this purpose, we briefly review the situation of the
Ž j. Ž .mixing index k s 2. Let us recall the definition of B j G 1, 0 F a F da
Ž jq1, j. Ž .in Section 1.3. We also define a subset B j G 1, 0 F a F d ofa
B m B by
BŽ jq1, j. s BŽ jq1. m BŽ j. ,0 0 d
Ž jq1, j. Än Ž jq1, j.Ž jq1.  4B s f B _ 0 a s 1, . . . , d .Ž .Da i ay1a
nG0
Ž .Replace condition II by
Ž . Ž jq1, j. Ž jq1.II9 For any j G 1, B s B m B.d d
Note that BŽ j. / B in general. Then the corresponding theorem turns outd
to be
Žw x. Ž .THEOREM 9.1 KMOU . Under the assumptions I, II9, III, IV , we ha¤e
¡ Ž1.u m B if j s 1,l a1~Žk .B l ,Ž .w Ž j , jy1. mŽ jy2.¢u m B m B if j G 2.l aj
We move to the first topic. Let us consider the case of g s C Ž1.. We setn
Ž .  Žk .4l s lL i / 0, n , and try to find a sequence w for the perfect crystali
B in Section 8 satisfying BŽ j. s B, i.e., k s 1. Take n s 2, l s 1, i s 1.d
Even in this simplest case, it is impossible to find such a sequence, but we
can easily find a sequence satisfying BŽ jq1, j. s BŽ jq1. m B, i.e., k s 2.d d
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Checking a few more examples leads to a conjecture that this should be
Ž .true for any n, l, and i / 0, n . Now let us choose another perfect crystal
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.B9, which is isomorphic to B lL as U C crystal see KMN2 . Then itn q n
Ž .appears in this case that for l s lL 0 F i F n , we can find a sequencei
with k s 1. This shows that the mixing index may depend on the choice of
the perfect crystals.
We explain what we call k s 2 conjecture. This originates from a
natural question of how the mixing index changes when we change the
 Žk .4highest weight l from lL , keeping the sequence w unchanged.0
Several simple examples and computations at the character level lead us to
the following conjecture.
Conjecture 9.1. Let B be a perfect crystal. If the sequence of Weyl
 Žk .4 Ž . Ž . Ž .group elements w satisfies the conditions II , III , and IV for
Ž . Ž .l s lL , then the conditions II9 and III are also satisfied for any level l0
dominant integral weight l.
Ž1. Ž .This conjecture has been proved for the case of g s A , B s B lLn 1
Ž Ž . . w xas U A crystal in KMOU . It is easy to prove for the cases treated inq n
Ž  Žk .4the remarks of each section. Note that in the remarks w is changed
according to the change in the highest weights, whereas in the conjecture
 Žk .4 .w is the same as in the case of lL .0
w xIn KMOTU1 , we have shown the classical invariance of the Demazure
Ž . Ž1.ŽL d .module V lL for the case of g s A . In a similar manner, we canw 0 n
also show the classical invariance for the cases treated in this paper. Let V
XŽ .be the finite-dimensional U g -module corresponding to the perfect crys-q
tal B. Then we have the following isomorphism:
V ŽL d . lL , V mL as U g -modules.Ž . Ž .w 0 q I _i 4L
Here g is the finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra corresponding toI _i4
the Dynkin diagram obtained by removing the vertex i, and i is deter-L
LŽ . Ž .mined from s L s L . Note that U g can be viewed as a0 i q I _i 4L L
Ž .subalgebra of U g in the canonical way.q
We have seen in this paper that a perfect crystal B is intimately related
 Žk .4to a sequence of Weyl group elements w , and the Demazure crystal
Ž . m , lŽk .B lL is well described in terms of paths. Denote by B , if it exists,w 0
Ž .the level l perfect crystal, which is isomorphic to B lg L [ ??? asm m
Ž . ŽU g crystal. g is some positive integer. In all known cases, g sq I _04 m m
Ž k. Ž k. Žmax 1, a ra , where a resp., a is defined by d s Ý a a resp.,m m i i ig I i i
k k. .  Žk .4c s Ý a a . Then it appears that the sequence w does notig I i i
depend on l. However, as seen in the AŽ1. case, it is considered that then
sequence does depend on m. This motivates the search for new perfect
crystals. We also think it important to investigate Demazure characters
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and clarify their relation to Kostka-type polynomials and q-analogues of
w xproducts of the classical characters. In KMOTU1 , we have picked the
AŽ1. case, and discussed the relation between the Demazure character andn
the product of Schur functions or the Kostka]Foulkes polynomial. We
hope the classical invariance discussed here sheds new light on the
investigation of these polynomials. We give a unified treatment of level
one Demazure characters in terms of one-dimensional configuration sums
w xin another publication KMOTU2 .
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